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Kit Lotus Editorial—the world’s only magazine dedicated to scale model Lotus

Hello Lotus friends, it is Kit Lotus time again and
we have arrived at autumn after a very nice summer
which saw even less model building and more model
showing off.
The main feature is our Kit Lotus road trip which left
us with lots of happy memories after meeting lots of
smashing Lotus people and with a growing list I have
to thank.
Firstly Malcolm and Jill Ricketts for their kind
hospitality at Malcolm’s annual open day at his
Ricketts Racing Workshops. This is the fourth time
Kit Lotus has been invited to mount our display for
the Historic Lotus Regulars , described later, but
what a pleasure. Next Clive Chapman for allowing us
a private visit to CTL to see the collection’s LDS car
and the new factory and Nick Adams for hosting Kit
Lotus at another private visit to see his Lotus
restoration workshops.
However it isn’t all about summer jaunts, and in true
Kit Lotus form, a truly international feel continues
with contributions from Europe and Africa. Claudio
Giannone continues his quest for the most obscure
Lotus F1 cars with his Lotus 78 Aurora AFX
championship car (main cover pic). Mike Serrurier
tells us about his long lost Caterham and Hasse from
Finland appeals for help locating a helmet colour.

I’ve written some more about my Lotus 78 project
this time and absolutely nothing about the Austin
Seven Special that became known as the Lotus MK1.
The reason for that is my semi-retirement from work
which coincided with a new kitchen extension
rendering my workshop area unusable for the
duration, and ……………………….

which has become home for all the new kitchen
unit and appliances for the time being. But, it Won’t
be long until completion so that modelling will
hopefully soon return.

Lotus is 70 years old this year and Lotus Cars
staged a special factory open day for owners and
customers. Unfortunately, and despite impeccable
references, our offer to put on our Kit Lotus display
at the factory fell on deaf ears and we weren’t
invited. However, the weekend wasn’t lost and we
were able to meet Jeremy Peirson, CTL’s model
licencing guru and Clive Rigby from Spark Models
and , the 1963 Team Lotus Bedford transporter
prototype which we were able to compare alongside
Peter’s scratch built version ( see cover pic) that
started it all off. As well as having another
opportunity to view CTL’s magnificent new
headquarters we also got to spend the afternoon
browsing transporter photographs with Bob Dance
and Clive on the Friday before Lotus 70.
So that is two visits to CTL in just six weeks, what is
not to enjoy? We were told that there may be a
changes in format to the CTL works tours now that
they are in the new factory, but however that may
alter, if you get the opportunity to go along, don’t
miss it.
I find it amazing how well thought of Kit Lotus is by
Lotus enthusiasts abroad as well as here at home,
so when Gary and Sandy David, organisers of
LOG38 in the USA told me they had tickets for lotus
70 and could we meet up, I couldn’t pass up that
opportunity. I arranged accommodation for them
near to Hethel ready for Lotus 70 which gave us the
opportunity to meet up with them and with Clive
Rigby and the five of us to spend a very nice Lotus
evening and so thank you to Gary and Sandy and
to Clive (R) for your company and appreciation of
Kit Lotus.
Sandy also gave us some insight into her
organisational skills as Chairperson of LOG38 and
her previous role as Chairperson of Lotus Limited,
the main Lotus owners club in the USA. Her
interview with Kit Lotus features in this issue.

Proper workshop at Classic Team
Lotus

I hope you enjoy reading Kit Lotus as much as I
enjoy putting it together.

JT

1:12 Imperial Lotus 78 project and the ‘ piddly fart’ tin
Having largely overcome the Lotus 78 painting
issues, I now have a set of panels ready for
assembly in the livery of Imperial , the parent
company of John Player & Sons, especially
commissioned for the Japan Grand Prix in 1977 and
driven by Gunnar Nilsson in the final race of his
short career.
As assembly moves away from the tub and onto the
DFV, our great friend EJAN plays a significant part as
I attempt to upgrade the ignition box and distributor.
The fuel injectors and the inlet trumpets are all
replaced with EJAN’s very nicely made parts
including the throttle slides and return spring
assembly. The addition of a MFH seat belt set also
adds to this part of the upgrades.
The EJAN parts are very well detailed whether they
are machined, or photoetched and can only be
described as fiddly parts or ‘piddly farts’ depending
how serious things are and what the stress level is
because they are indeed very fiddly. Requiring great
dollops of patience, the throttle slides in particular
took me two hours to fit the four springs, not least
because the springs supplied are much too long and
need shortening. Thank goodness for the magnifier.
When working on this type of part, I try and make it a
point to keep things totally separate from the main
build so that I don’t lose track of the small
components — the ‘piddly farts’.
Oddly enough, I am also blessed with non-Lotus
friends who humour my hobby to the point where
one of them presented me with a tin last Christmas.
Empty and without any ‘batteries not included’
insignia because it was, a completely empty tin with
a design on the front. No less than an image of Jim
Clark winning the 1965 Indy 500. the tin went
straight in the cabinet and there it sat whilst
I considered some form of Lotus use for it. Not easy
as the tin measures only 100mm square and 25
mm deep………...

Then it came to me, I will use it for my fiddly parts.
Ideal for keeping things separate to the main model
build and so the tin became my ‘piddly farts ‘ tin and
is currently looking after the EJAN sub-assemblies
before they get attached to the main model.
On to those sub– assemblies. The fuel injectors are
white metal and the intended fuel lines are a better
scale to those supplied with the Tamiya kit. This
means however, the injectors need to be drilled to
take a 0.5mm nickel wire to act as the connector
between fuel line and injector. For this I used a 73
gauge drill in a pin chuck and never drilled my finger
once!! At the other end of the injector, the eight fuel
outlets from the fuel distributor are twice the
diameter of the fuel line which meant some careful
trimming and then I used short pieces of Tamiya fuel
line to sleeve over the metal outlet that would enable
the new fuel line to fit tightly inside the Tamiya tube….

1:12 Imperial Lotus 78 project
continued……………...

EJAN throttle slide set before the springs

Photo etched throttle slides
.
There are some frighteningly expensive bits of after
market detailing available to modellers these days
and cost can run away with you but the effort pays
off in spades if you do decide to add extra detail.
One thing I tend to struggle with is braided hose,
often it isn’t in stock for long and some of it is better
than others. I’m actually using 3 varieties on this
project because of the sizes I have managed to get
hold of. Each size from a different manufacturer:
Modellers (some of my old 1990’s stock) , Tamiya
and Top Studio Detail. Once cut, braided hose can
easily fray and spoil the effect, so a vey sharp knife
or scissors are needed and TSD recommend sealing
the end fibres with a gel superglue to prevent
fraying. If someone has a technique they can share,
I am looking forward to hearing from you.

A letter from
Finland

“It is always nice to receive a new issue of Kit Lotus.
Sometimes it even gives me an idea of how I can try
to make my own collection a bit better by modifying
an existing model into something that has not yet
been modelled! This is what happened when I read
Vol.11 Issue 1. As I during the last couple of years
have tried to both save money and also not have
just an awful lot of nearly similar models in the
collection suddenly had many models now excess to
my own needs, and as there aren't many Lotus Collectors here in Finland they haven't found many new
homes even at less than half their original prices.
Among them a couple of Spark Lotus 18, so when I
read the article about Claudio Giannone's nice BKL
Lotus 18 Borgward I decided myself to have a go
making the original car, which Kurt Kuhnke (BKL=
Borgward-Kuhnke-Lotus) tried to qualify for the German GP 1963. The 18 was by that time a little old,
so neither Kunhke, Teddy Pilette nor Tim Parnell
(both latter's 18/21's) managed to get their cars
onto the grid, but Kuhnke was actually quicker than
either 18/21! In Mark Whitelock's superb "Lotus 18
Colin Chapman's U-turn" book there are very good
pictures of the Kuhnke car alas only B/W ones and
even if the colors of the car (it was German White) is
no real problem, the problem, as the Spark have a
driver, for me now is what color was Kuhnke's
driving suit and helmet? If anybody could have an
answer to this I would prefer to put the driver back
into the car, but haven't been able to find an answer
to these questions, anybody out there who could
have an answer? “

Cheers Hasse from Helsinki

Model Factory Hiro Seat Belt Set

Aurora AFX Formula One Championship 1980 - Colin Bennet Racing Lotus 78 1:43
It has long been a fact that many keen Lotus model
collectors, if they can’t find a particular version of a
Lotus model, they resort to other means to add that
special one to their collection.

Then paint it white and reassemble.

Claudio Giannone is rapidly becoming no stranger to
Kit Lotus with his appetite for the Lotus obscure. His
Borg Warner Lotus 18 for example (KL Vol 11 Issue
1). This issue he presents his Colin Bennet Racing
Lotus 78.
Now hands up those of us who remember the
Aurora AFX Formula One championship of the late
70s early 80s? If you can, you will recall both the
white 78 of Colin Bennet Racing and the Yellow
version piloted under the MADOM banner by Emillo
Villoto.

Next you need a set of decals, noting that each side
of the car had different size and different typeface.

Claudio’s model has been ‘tuned’ from a standard
JPS version Lotus 78 to the one driven by Ricardo
Londoño. During the season the car was also driven
by Gianfranco Brancatelli, Norman Dickson and
Desiré Wilson. Wilson became the only female driver
to win any sort of Formula One race ever that year
but driving a Wolf for Theodore Racing at Brands
Hatch.
Once again, this ‘tuning’ of the standard model has
been done by Paolo Giardino who has weaved his
magic like this:
First dismantle the model and fill in any flaws and
errors in the bodywork.

Applying to the body and adding a more accurate roll
bar and headrest.

1:43 Aurora AFX Lotus 78 - makeover continued

Photo—Simon Lewis Transport Books

The finished article

The benchmark picture confirms the subject and
Claudio has the nice ideas for Paolo to carry out the
‘tuning’ . A perfect combination as I can see.

Summer in the sunshine with Kit Lotus on tour
The third week in August can only mean one thing in
Kit Lotus land and that is to pack everything in the car
and head over to Malcolm Rickett’s Lotus Open Day
and barbeque in aid of Isabel Hospice. This year was
no different other than it coincided with a visit from
Mike Serrurier and a private trip to CTL (see later) and
Historic Racing Services which meant our road trip
lasted the best part of a week with a visit to the
Donington Grand Prix Collection and a pint in the ‘Trip
to Jerusalem’ thrown in for good measure.
The size of our Kit Lotus display usually means setting
up the day prior to an event even though, allowing for
old bones, we have this down to around four hours
now on a good day.
It is always an immense pleasure to visit Malcolm’s
restoration workshops and to meet the many people
who bring their road going historic Lotus cars to put
on display. Thus most of the visitors to our display are
very knowledgeable about Lotus and we get to enjoy
lots of story swapping whilst they admire our display
models. Malcolm’s growing collection of early Lotus
has been recently bolstered by the acquisition of the
Lotus Mk8 918 EMK. This along with the many
immaculate early cars makes the day a special one.
John Watson came along in his stunning ivory
coloured Seven and lined up along side elevens and
superb MkVIs. The Jim Clark Trust brought along Jim’s
own road going Elan which he owned for a period of
time and features in most volumes written about him.
The weather was kind, the beer was cold and the
barbeque super , all combining as usual ensuring
Malcolm’s wife Jill and her team raised over £1200
for the hospice. What a great effort.

Olympic Gold Lotus Bike
Probably one of the nicest parts of any event is the
anticipation. Always, like everything else in life we
have to think ahead and plan our Kit Lotus trips .
What happens normally is as soon as we a sniff of the
dates, we book accommodation around the event so
as to have more relaxed time setting up the day
before and not having to rush on the morning of the
event. Afterwards, packing away takes a while and so
not having to rush home makes that more relaxed as
well plus it ensures the Kit Lotus team spend some
time together . Between events we don’t see each
other due to our geographic split except on Facebook,
Whatsapp and the like so the aprés ski is an
important component of the whole thing, the aprés
ski this time would last well into the following week
with a private visit to CTL on the Monday.
After saying goodbye to Malcolm and an overnight in
St Albans, we made our way to Norfolk via the
Imperial War Museum at Duxford. Ok so it isn’t cars
but what a fabulous place. None of the four of us had
been before and after convincing the security staff at
the door we wouldn’t be any trouble ( they must have
mistaken us for Compo, Clegg , Foggy and Smiler off
the telly - Last of the Summer Wine—ITV), we were
allowed in.
What a place, I’m not going to try and describe it save
to say, there are five huge hangars ranging from WW1
to the Cold War and the Gulf Wars with USAAF hangar
built in a spiral, quite similar thinking to the Barber
museum. Awesome, go there …………………………

Suitably refreshed after landing in Norfolk the

Kit Lotus display at Lotus Barbecue

previous evening. We were treated to a private visit to
CTL so that Mike could reacquaint himself with the
LDS car in the CTL collection. Mike’s uncle, Louis
Doug Serrurier ………………………………...

Summer in the sunshine with Kit Lotus on tour continued…….
………….. was the builder of several F1 specification
cars of that era as well as an accomplished racer in
his own right, when South African owners found it
hard to get hold of the cars in the first place let alone
spare parts to run them. As such Doug as he was
known set about making his own LDS cars to run in
the South African Formula One Championship and
against the Europeans as they began supporting the
Springbok Series of races . Doug’s cars resembled
Coopers and Brabhams and were regular front
runners in the series.
Aside from the LDS , we were very privileged to have a
look around the new Classic Team lotus headquarters
just a few days after the team made the official move.
What lay before us is a serious statement of intent.
No longer the old, cold, draughty and just a tad
inefficient historic workshops but brand new large
sophisticated space with workshop bays for 14 cars
and an upstairs that will house up to fifty or so at any
one time. Coupled with a separate stores department
and vast acres of bespoke racking, a fabrication shop
and a machine shop, it all looked like serious
business to us. So it must look mightily impressive to
CTL’s discerning customers

Upper floor parking for literally oodles of historic Lotus race cars
Just after saying our goodbyes, a transporter box
arrived in the yard so we stopped to give a hand
unloading the Lotus 88B which sported yet another
detailed nostalgic twist as demonstrated by this on
the rear wing (below).

Already some are bemoaning the loss of the old workshops, but my view is the new tech centre is merely
the next part of Team Lotus history. It is no fluke that

Gleamy shiny tech bays
CTL entered Greg Thornton has annexed the FIA
Historic F1 Championship for the 2nd time, it is the
continuation of Colin Chapman’s legacy of excellence
that has many more years to run yet. We are grateful
to Clive and his team for indulging our passion during
an extremely busy time , Thank you so much.

Our summer Kit Lotus road trip didn’t end at the
gates of CTL, we were priveleged to be able to
visit Nick Adams (owner of the Boardman
Olympic Bike) at his Historic Racing Services
restoration workshop where he was busy preparing a customer Lotus Cortina and Lotus 23B
(both
for
the
same
customer)
………………………………..

Summer in the sunshine with Kit Lotus on tour continued…….
We saw Nick at Malcolm Rickets open day the
previous Saturday where he brought along his
Chris Boardman Olympic Gold Medal winning
Lotus bike to display.
Nestling in the Norfolk countryside, Nick hast the
perfect setting to produce immaculate Lotus race
cars which he does after amassing many years
of experience working at Lotus Cars and

that has never been assembled since leaving the
factory and hanging on some rope in their shed
above a Lotus 59? None I suspect. Nick treated us to
an afternoon of Lotus anecdotes far beyond what we
deserved for stopping him working—and that included
painting the dining room before the management got
home— our world is blessed with Lotus enthusiasts
willing to share there time. Thanks Nick, much
appreciated.

Although it was time for the Kit Lotuseers to say
their goodbyes from this trip. It wasn’t quite over yet
for Mike and me. I took Mike and his partner home
with me to Nottingham so that he could indulge two
more great passions— model railways of the large
steaming variety with a trip to Poly Model Engineering
where wonderous machining and fettling takes place
in Long Eaton serving the world with immaculately
turned out parts for working steam engines in
miniature. Odd, I’ve lived around here all my life and
never come across it before. Next was Mike’s passion
for beer and a request for a pint in the Trip to Jerusalem, nestling in Castle Rock 90 feet below
Nottingham Castle and reputedly the oldest inn in
England dating from the early 12th Century and
where crusaders stopped for a beer or three on the
way to slaughter.

settingmany of the standards by which they were
made into the bargain.
Nick’s choice to work for himself looks like the
right one. You can always tell when someone is
happy in what they do by the care and detail that
goes into what they do. How many people would
go to the trouble of showing us the superbly
detailed underside of the Lotus Cortina he was
preparing for instance? Not many would be the
answer. How many people have a Caterham 7

However, those two passions aside, I just had to take
him to the Donington Collection being only 20
minutes from my home by motorway. Sadly, each time
I visit, the significance of Formula One cars
diminishes as more and more military vehicles swell
the halls of what was once a very fine collection. As a
destination of choice, it is losing its appeal and now
you can’t even get a cup of coffee unless you venture
a mile or so down to the paddock diner within the
circuit. How can you attract visitors if there is no
where to get refreshments without a trek? All you get
for your tenner is the entry fee and you can use the
loo. The internet killed the gift shop and yet the new
Donington book is to be launched there later in
October.
Don’t get me wrong there is still loads of F1 cars but
take away those provided by Williams, McLaren and
now Force India and there wouldn’t be many left.

Summer may mean Kit Lotus on the road but it also
means that Lotus owners everywhere like to get out
and show off their cars to other Lotus enthusiasts
and none more so than our American friends whose
numbers form a significant proportion of loyal Kit
Lotus readers.
LOG is the Lotus Owners Gathering in the USA and is
now a regular feature of Kit Lotus thanks to the
efforts of Gary David form Macedonia, Ohio, who has
provided a couple of write ups of the event. Gary’s
wife Sandy has also very kindly contributed to this
issue outlining her role as Chairperson on LOG 38.
First Gary takes up the story …… CALL Hosts LOG
“After nearly two years of planning, working, begging
for money, running here and there and a million
other tasks, it was LOG38 weekend in Cleveland. We
would be celebrating the 40th anniversary of Mario
Andretti winning the world championship in the Lotus
79.
On Thursday we packed our van to the brim with everything that had been delivered to our house plus 24
cases of bottled water. When we arrived at the hotel
we already found several LOG attendees in the lobby
waiting to help. Luggage cart after luggage cart
carried everything into the registration room and
willing hands began stuffing a good deal of it into
goodie bags for registrants.
LOG (Lotus Owners Gathering) officially begins on
Friday morning and as usual registration opened to a
large group of attendees. I missed this as I gathered
four drivers up and we went over to our house ……..

to bring four of our Lotus to the event. Three got off
fine but our Seven decided to be recalcitrant and
run on only one carburetor. These carbs had been
working fine since 1992 but Friday they didn’t want
to work together. After an hour of fiddling we gave
up, pushed it into the back of the garage and
returned to the hotel.
People were dropping off contest entries in the
registration room and we brought in the “world’s
most difficult parts ID contest” that Ian Wright and I
put together. This consisted of 24 Lotus parts,
ranging from the Elite to the Evora, all sealed in
velvet Crown Royal bags and fastened to a large
board. It was a continuous topic of conversation but
only garnered about half a dozen entries.
Cars continued to pour into the hotel lot all
afternoon and evening. At 7:00PM the welcome
reception began.
Food is a magnet to LOG
attendees. After a bit, chairperson Sandy David got
up and welcomed everyone and introduced Ryan
Watson from Lotus Cars USA who greeted everyone
and said several promising things about the state of
Lotus in the US now that Geely is involved.
As is normal at Lotus events a continuous group of
people wandered thru the parking lot talking about
the cars. Come Saturday morning CALL’s Don
Kuzma’s Concours field was ready and all the cars
drove over and lined up for the panoramic photo
and for concours voting. ………….

Lotus Owners Gathering—Cleveland 2018

Call hosts LOG continued ……………..
Kurt Sacksteader and his daughter Dagny had been
out at first light putting out direction signs to assure
everyone would arrive safely.
Getting this ready is a huge job which included a large
tent and tables and chairs for lunch, a scissors lift for
taking the photo and a dozen or more other details.
When the food arrived it was as if a swarm of locust
was attacking the tent.
The Concours voting ended at 2:00PM and cars started heading back to the hotel. There were two tech
sessions dealing with fuel injection and Elise/Exige
maintenance. A Lotus Ltd board meeting was also
being held where members could comment on how
the club was being run. The various contests ran until
5:00PM and several people stopped by the
registration room to vote. Lots of people showed
interest in the parts ID contest but still didn’t submit
entries.
Dinner started at 7:00PM and Jan Cross, in charge of
food, had the tables looking wonderful. After the
meal, Awards chairperson Debbie Kuzma had the
beautiful glass trophies ready but the awards were
spoiled by the person reading the winners running
thru the list at an absurdly fast rate. Bob Cross and
Don Kuzma were trying to show pictures of the winners but they were hard pressed to keep up.
In the Concours, CALL members Ron Kall, Tony
Krincevic, Gary Harrison, Mike Gulley and Sandy and I
took first places, Lynn Gatossi, Rod Wiggins (driving a
Lotus emblemed car that looked suspiciously like his
Ferrari) and myself took seconds, and Larry Pinkus,
Don Kuzma and Mike Rohaley took thirds. Actually
Tony Krincevic entered three Series 1 Esprits and was
the only person to enter so he took the first thru third
trophies (what else would we do with the trophies?).

In the afternoon Bob and Mary Kansa and Mike and
Jen Rohaley hosted a rally for the members and 30
or so cars took to the area’s roads. CALL’s Tony
Krincevic and John Voegeli won it driving an Esprit.
Sunday evening featured another banquet and the
awarding of several more trophies. This time I read
off the names somewhat more slowly and we handed out the trophies. Scott Moller who had FTD at
the autocross also was awarded the sign that stood
out on the street pointing to the event for his efforts.
Finally Monday featured the track day at Nelsons
Ledges. Again I got up at an early hour and set out
for the track. Aside from the problems that the Lotus 79 suffered, it was a good day for everyone and
even the 79, in its short time on the course, looked
wonderful. Seeing a Formula 1 car running on the
same track that you have is a great treat.
LOG 38 was a wonderful event and if you missed it
you missed a great time. It won’t be back in this
area for a long time. As a final salute to Mario we
had a large poster done of the cover of the event
guide and everyone attending signed it. We mailed
this off to Mario.
One last note. While our members are usually very
good about patronizing our automotive sponsors,
one of our non-automotive sponsors for LOG was
Huntington Bank. On a whim I asked them for 300
pens for the goodie bags and their response was
“sure”. Something to keep in mind when looking for
a bank. “

In the contests Rod Wiggins and Gary Harrison took
firsts, Bob Cross took two seconds, Patty Krincevic
and I each took second, and Mike Rohaley took a
third. After judging the Parts ID contest entries, our
Rod Wiggins won.
Sunday morning found me getting up at a ridiculous
early hour to get out to Eastlake and watch over the
autocross. Actually the local region of the SCCA took
care of running it and did a great job. Tony Krincevic
was the only CALL member to place with a third but
first time competitor and class winner Morgan Rae
Studer and her father should be joining our group
next year.

Gary’s model competition entry

An interview with the Chairperson of LOG38 — Sandy David
Sandy David is the the Chairperson of LOG which
this year was organised by CALL , which is the
acronym for Cleveland Area Lotus Limited, the group
for local Lotus owners in the Cleveland, Ohio area.
Husband Gary is a regular reader and contributor to
Kit Lotus so I wondered if Sandy would do me the
favour of conducting an interview for Kit Lotus via
email which she very graciously agreed to. The issue
now bein what shall I ask, so I put together several
questions which she has very kindly answered in
some detail to give us an insight of how LOG works
and what goes in to organising a very important
date in the Lotus calendar. I asked her………..
Q. Why Lotus? Where did the influence come from,
can I be cheeky and ask if it came from Gary or
were you the catalyst? I married into the Lotus
marque 34 years ago. I didn’t think much about it
until we went to our first LOG in 1985. I really liked
the people and the camaraderie and it has
continued from that point. We missed a few of the
LOGs in the late 1980s when Gary was racing but I
think we’ve only missed 4 LOGs in all these years.
Q. In a world dominated by males and particular in
a niche such as Lotus ownership, It is no mean
achievement becoming Chairperson, am I right in
assuming you’re the first lady Chair and is that of
CAL or LOG? I am the first woman to chair a LOG.
Actually this is the second LOG I’ve chaired as 1997
was the first. I am also the only woman to have
been President of Lotus Ltd., North America’s
Largest Lotus Club. I was president in 1999 and
2000 and then just recently in 2016 and 2017. A
woman chaired the 2014 LOG 34 in Asheville,
North Carolina and a woman is chairing LOG 39
next year in Sturbridge, Massachusetts.
Q. Could you describe what LOG is and where you
think its future might lie? I put this question
because on the face of it, LOG appears to be a
meeting of Lotus Clubs rather than a celebration of
the industry and peripherals that surround Lotus
ownership, although LOG has several industry
sponsors, do they exhibit? LOG (Lotus Owners Gathering) is really what the name implies, a gathering of
those who love Lotus, whether it be the history,
racing, cars, or those people closely associated with
Lotus. Most years we have a theme for LOG. This
year our theme was “A Commemoration of the 1978
Lotus World Championship…………………………….

We focused on the Lotus 79 and Mario Andretti. Paul
Rego owns the Lotus 79 that Mario started the
championship year with and Paul brought the Lotus
79 from Dallas, Texas to Cleveland, Ohio for us. We
also had access to Mario Andretti for a personal
interview about the championship year that we ran at
our Saturday night banquet. We keep all the
attendees busy throughout the weekend from the
opening reception, the concours, autocross, rally
followed up on Monday with a performance driving
education event at a nearby track. At LOG this year,
Lotus Cars USA was a major sponsor with Ryan
Watson giving us an update on the status of Lotus
Cars since they were purchased by Geely. Regogo
Racing was the other major sponsor but we also have
many sponsors who are dealers, major parts
suppliers, restoration companies or insurance
carriers. And some of them do display their products
or conduct tech sessions.
Q. How much organising do you personally have to
undertake to make LOG happen or do you have a
regular LOG team? The Lotus Ltd. Board has discussed the creation of a “LOG Team” but you have to
have people who are experienced and willing to take
on a particular task and at this time we don’t have
those individuals with the exception of Registration
and the Performance Driving Event. It would be nice
to have someone do the hotel negotiation,
sponsorship, financials, speakers, driving events,
concours, and volunteers, but we don’t have the
commitment from anyone yet. Consequently, it is up
to the local affiliate group as a whole to assure that
they have the commitment from the entire local group
before designating a chair and submitting a proposal
to the Board. I started thinking about doing a LOG and
got commitment from my local group Cleveland Area
Lotus Ltd.

Sandy with her roadgoing Lotus Evora

Interview with Sandy David continued….
(CALL) in 2016, put together a proposal after finding
a hotel that met our needs, presented it to the Board
and had the hotel contract approved in early 2017. I
worked on LOG heavily for 9-10 months.
Q. How do you find the availability of venues, does
each year have a set requirement for Lotus activities
both road and track? Each local affiliate group
interested in hosting a LOG decides on the location
they want to use based on the hotels available,
concours locations, a possible track day, autocross
facilities available. There are guidelines for to use
when looking at hotels such as minimum number
of rooms, banquet facilities, meetings rooms, size of
parking lots, room rates and the deal the hotel is
willing to include. We do encourage each hosting
group to follow the schedule of events that has been
used for many years.
Q On the back of the previous question and from a
comparison with a typical UK event, there doesn’t
seem to be a connection with the spares and
restoration industry or other exhibitors at a LOG
meeting, is this by design or do you see scope for
inclusion or is because, not being the Lotus
homeland, that network isn’t there? We used to
have more of a swap meet at earlier LOGs but due to
the size of the cars you would have to have a tow
vehicle to carry all of it. We do have Tech Sessions at
LOG that deal with both the older and newer cars
and we do have a wide variety of companies that
cater to Lotus cars in the US and a lot of them are
sponsors of LOG. We also use some of the same
parts vendors in the UK that owners of Lotus cars in
the UK use.
Q. As you know Kit Lotus is entirely about scale model Lotus but the 1:1 scale has a massive bearing on
what we do. LOG has a model car competition, do
you see any potential for bringing a Kit Lotus display
to a LOG? Absolutely! A lot of our members like to
have a model of their own car and others like to
collect models of Lotus cars.
Thank you Sandy for taking the time to give us
considered and interesting answers to the
questions. Kit Lotus readers now have a much
greater insight to LOG— JT

A coiple of shots of Gary’s 2nd placed Large model
entry LOG 38 depicting the Lotus pit at the
Argentine Grand Prix 1978

Every LOG has an aerial photograph
of all participants that has to be
carefully choreographed to get the
desired effect and is taken from an
aerial platform rather than a drone.
The tiny black dot, top/centre, is
Mario Andretti’s 1978
Championship winning Lotus 79

LOG 38 continued … The first time I met Bob Dance by Jim Beal
It was the Friday of LOG38. I had to stop at the inn to
register for the weekend and to see if I could get my
son badged in place of my wife who had a family
medical situation that prevented her being there.
Okay, this is tight time-wise but not impossible. I am
due to rendezvous with my son in order to drive to
Rocky River, pick up a cashier’s check, load two
pickups with Lotus spares and be ready for the flatbed
that would haul my son’s first Lotus back to his home.
It’s my first LOG, his as well and he just bought a
Europa on the very day these events started. Does
Lotus Life get any better? Well…………..I was about to
find out.
As I completed my registration packet at the inn, I
noticed Mike at another registration table so I stopped
to say hello. He and his wife are fellow Caterham and
Elise owners. He asked if I would come with him to his
car in the parking lot so he could get a set of “squeak
suppression” foam inserts for me that he had used
successfully in their Elise. With the squeak menders
in hand we re-crossed the parking lot while I mumbled
something virtually unintelligible about what I did with
the brakes on my Caterham and how I hadn’t yet
installed his gift of slightly used racing disc pads. I
was so dazed by all the Lotus already in the parking
lot that I paid hardly any attention to Mike as he said
“Hello Bob, nice to see you again” to a distinguished
older gentleman in a driving cap. “Bob, this is Jim.” I
mumbled “Hi Bob, good to meet you.” He and Mike
exchanged some other pleasantries while I continued
to be awestruck by the collection in the parking lot
which included the Lotus 79 that was the backup car
for Mario Andretti during his 1978 World Driving
Championship.
Bob, in the driving cap, then
continued his path across the parking lot while Mike
and I returned in the direction of the lobby.
“You know who that is don’t you?” said Mike. “Uh Bob
somebody” I mumbled, still dazed by the collection of
Lotus cars in the parking lot that surrounded the 79
on display. “That was Bob Dance, Jim Clark’s Formula
1 mechanic” said Mike. Then it hit me. “You’re
s******g me, that was THE Bob Dance!” was all I
could spit out. The very last thing I ever expected was
to be introduced to the man who was head Formula 1
mechanic for Lotus, then for March, for Brabham and
then Lotus again as well as mechanic to Jim Clark during his World Driving Championship year all while
simply walking through a parking lot in Aurora, Ohio.
These things just don’t happen to me. But, as I would

come to understand, time and time again over this
weekend, this is the magic of the Lotus Life.
With my son’s new Europa safely stowed in his garage,
we are once again clean, presentable and attending the
Friday evening reception. What an opportunity to
network. We reconnect with folks we already know and
are introduced to a bevy of new people. Everyone
affable and warm, just glad to be here, steeped in the
legend and lore of Lotus. Following the reception,
registration opens again. My son would rather not wear
a badge that says “Cheryl” so we return to the
registration table to have a new badge issued in his
name. As we turn to leave, who should be standing at
the display table for photos, models, crafts and a “guess
the Lotus part in a bag” game but Bob Dance. We wait
a bit for Bob to finish his conversation with another “bag
guesser” and then I reintroduce myself to Bob. Geez, he
actually remembers me! I said, “I want to apologize to
you for this morning. I was a bit smitten with the display
of cars, especially the 79, and I just didn’t have my wits
about me when Mike introduced me to you. I hope you
will forgive me.” “Quite all right,” says Bob -- the perfect
gentleman. “I also want to thank you for your part in my
fondest Formula 1 racing memories,” I said. “You know,
you are the closest thing we have to Royalty here with us
this weekend.” “Well, I don’t know about that” Bob says
modestly. I introduce him to Tyler and we chat for a bid.
We share a couple of laughs and, the next thing I know,
we are somehow on the subject of what car does a
racing mechanic drive. Bob is telling us about the Fiat
500 that he has at home. How it’s the larger one that
we are just beginning to see here in the States. Then it
strikes me that this is another Lotus Life moment. Here
is Bob Dance, a legend in his own time, just sharing
casual conversation with my son and I over things that
simply pop into our heads as we speak. Bob couldn’t be
more personable, warm, charming, gracious and just
plain human. This is the magic of Lotus. It brings
people from all walks of life and, yes, fame together over
a common bond -- the car that means so much to all of
us gathered here this weekend. A celebration of all
things Lotus.
It’s an event that I will never forget and neither will my
son. It has served to strengthen and enhance our bond
over a car brand that means so much to both of us. We
are forever grateful to Lotus, Ltd. for the event and to
Lotus for the cars. Long live the Lotus Life

Spark 1963 Bedford Transporter
We were very pleased when CTL and Spark got together to look at Pete Pedroza’s scratch built pair of 1963
Bedford Transporters which were originally the result of a conversation with Bob Dance. Soon after they
were presented as an idea to Clive Rigby , Peter’s drawings were on their way to Spark and the model was
duly announced and production scheduled.
When Jeremey Peirson , Licencing Officer at CTL invited us to go over to CTL to meet with Clive Rigby from
Spark who was bringing the pre-production prototype over on a planned visit, there was no hesitation on our
part. The result is fabulous and typical of the Spark quality . OK , so no opening panels on the Spark model
but the cost of engineering that would have been prohibitive given the planned production run of less than
500 examples.
The Spark version has been re modelled to a slightly longer proportions but even the master, Bob Dance
himself declared how well Spark has executed the model and it is quite likely other transporters will follow
judging by the enthusiastic way Clive perused Bob’s personal transporter photograph album.
It is nice to be able to influence a major manufacturer in some way but with Spark, the owners are model car
enthusiasts as well as keen Lotus supporters , a fact not lost during the conversations at a private dinner
that evening.

The Bedford is quite weighty even for a resin cast model and will not be presented in the usual acrylic
packing but will be despatched in Styrofoam similar to their 1:18 collection. Here the Spark version poses
against one of the original scratch builds that is now in Bob Dance’s collection.

Forgotten Caterham my Mike Serrurier
Long ago in a Galaxy far away - Durban, South Africa
to be precise - and a few years BKL (before Kit Lotus),
Mike Serrurier was persuaded by a Japanese model
collector to make some resin 1:43 Honda N800
sports cars, cast I assume from a pattern provided by
the Japanese collector. Mike did this work and duly
shipped the items to Japan. In return, and in what has
become the manner of all Kit Lotus transactions, a
barter took place and payment was in the form of a
Tamiya 1:12 Caterham 7 with cycle wings. Mike received the kit and did some work on it but as with
many things in life it got shelved and has remained
forgotten and neglected. Until that is, a dinner, somewhere in Norfolk with the Kit Lotuseers that the existing of this kit came out in conversation.

The spaceframe is plastic, all the cladding is aluminium which strengthens the chassis, mudguards and nosecone are a plastic, looks more
like carbon fibre, wiring is taken care of, and
hoses for the radiator etc are all there.

Almost a Eureka moment occurred when Mike declared he had this kit somewhere in his possession
and the three of us not previously privy to this information looked at one another. Mike has been part of
Kit Lotus for 10 years and never let on that this kit
existed, why not? If we had known about it, we would
have badgered him to finish it and get it photographed. A very sheepish Mr Serrurier agreed and
picks up the state of the 7…………..

In my opinion this model is a pleasure to not only
build, but to have in one’s collection, most manufactures seem to stick to F1, although they do
produce sports cars, but this one is special,
maybe because it is assembled like the real car,
every step of the build one sees progress being
“I have a lovely model, the 1/12 Caterham 7, made to finish.
which has been gathering dust for several years.
One last note is that most of our collections are
Whilst I was doing resin models of the MK1,
presumably F1, and it is a good change, in this
2,3,3B, and 4, a certain Japanese gentleman
case Lotus to have more of a variety of the
contacted me about doing a Honda model for mark.”…………...MS
himself, at the time I knew about the Caterham 7,
we arranged to do a swap, so that’s how I got my It looks like Mike has a job on his hands restoring this one to its former glory, maybe he should
7, and it is the cycle fender model
consider a barn find diorama J
The kit comes with a twenty eight page catalogue
of how to assemble the model, very well detailed
step by step instructions, all put together with
screws, and nuts to secure the wheels on, so
three different hex spanners are supplied and a
small phillips head screwdriver.
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